The main objectives and tasks of the Forum&Exhibition "Exploration. Production. Processing":

- Promotion of the Russian energy policy at the international level.
- Coordination of suppliers and consumers in reorientation and reallocation of energy flows.
- Address the priorities of the Russian fuel and energy complex, including the development of innovative capacity, exchange of experience and the introduction of new technologies in the Russian energy sector.
- Attracting investments for modernization and implementation of infrastructure and regional projects in the Russian fuel and energy complex.

Coordinator: Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation
Organizer: Foundation "Institute for Energy and Finance"
Venue in 2015 - "President-Hotel"

Co-organizer of the Forum&Exhibition in 2013: DMGevents (UK)
Co-organizer in 2014: the Foundation "Institute of Energy and Finance"
The First International Exhibition&Forum of equipment and innovative solutions for oil and gas industry “Exploration, Production, Processing 2013" was held on November, 18-20, 2013 in accordance with the Order of the Government of the Russian Federation signed by A. Dvorkovich, Deputy Prime Minister

Statistics 2013

227 International organizations, Russian and foreign ministries and agencies, industrial companies
900 participants
13 events of the conference programme
33 countries, including China, Germany, Korea, USA, France, Italy, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom

Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation
A. Dvorkovich
Main events of the Forum & Exhibition in 2013

**Plenary session**
"Transformation of energy markets and Russia's role in the global energy mix"

- K. Molodtsov, Deputy Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation
- V. Yazev, President of NP "Miners of Russia", First Deputy Chairman of Committee of the State Duma of the Russian Federation on natural resources, nature management and ecology
- Jan Helge Skogen, President, Statoil Russia
- V. Feigin, President "Institute for Energy and Finance"
- A. Mastepanov, Deputy Director of the Institute of Oil and Gas Problems of RAS
- N. Lorgina, Head of evaluation and staff development "LUKOIL"
- Vygaudas Usackas, Ambassador, Head of the EU Delegation to Russia
- Olivie Lazare, Chairman, Shell Russia
- Glenn Waller, President, ExxonMobil Russia Inc.
- Ron Cochrane, Director of Commercial Affairs, Shell Russia
- Temnichenko M., Vice-President of JSC "SPIMEX"
-Senturin Yu, State Secretary - Deputy Minister of Energy of Russian Federation

**International Investment Forum**
"Innovation in energy - investments in sustainable economic development"

- K. Molodtsov
- V. Yazev
- Jan Helge Skogen
- V. Feigin
- A. Mastepanov
- N. Lorgina
- Vygaudas Usackas
- Olivie Lazare
- Glenn Waller
- Ron Cochrane
- Temnichenko M.
- Senturin Yu

**IV All-Russian Human Resources Conference**
"HUMAN CAPITAL FOR ENERGY INDUSTRY: STRATEGIES FOR CHANGES"

- V. Yazev
- Jan Helge Skogen
- A. Mastepanov
- N. Lorgina
- Vygaudas Usackas
- Olivie Lazare
- Glenn Waller
- Ron Cochrane
- Temnichenko M.
- Senturin Yu

17-19 November, 2015, Moscow, Russia
Main events of the Exhibition & Forum 2013

8th meeting of the Gas Advisory Council, EU-Russia Energy Dialogue

Meeting of the Thematic Group on Energy Markets and Strategies, EU-Russia Energy Dialogue

International Experts’ Debate: Global Scenarios – Future Oil and Gas Industry Development

The negotiations with the delegation of the Agency for Electricity and Water Dubai (UAE)

Jonathan Stern, Professor, Oxford Institute for Energy Studies

Vladimir Feigin, President of the Institute for Energy and Finance

Mastepanov AM, Deputy Director of the Institute of Oil and Gas Problems of RAS

V. Ermakov, Senior Director of Global Gas and Caspian Energy, HIS CERA

Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer, Vice-President of the Supreme Energy Council UAE, CEO of the state corporation for electricity and water provision Dubai (UAE)

Anatoly Yanovsky, Deputy Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation

Dr. Keun-Wook Paik, Associate Fellow, Energy, Environment & Development Programme, Chatham House

Drebentsov W., Head of Russia & CIS Economis, BP

Inyutsyn Anton, Deputy Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation

17-19 November, 2015, Moscow, Russia
The exhibition-forum was attended by professionals of the energy sector, including the leaders and representatives of the Ministry of Energy of Russia, Committee for Energy of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, Institute of Energy and Finance, JSC "SPI/MEX", Gazprombank, Petrochemical Holding Company, Egypt ECHEM, Mubadala Petroleum (UAE), Saudi Aramco (Saudi Arabia), as well as Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Education&Science of Russia, Russian Ministry of Industry and Trade, Gazprom, Rosneft, JSC FGC UES, Lukoil, Rossetti, Transneft, the representatives of other organizations.

Statistics 2014

1200 participants
289 International organizations, Russian and foreign ministries, industrial companies
11 events of the conference programme
15 participating countries, including Iraq, Kuwait, Syria, Yemen, India, Palestine, Egypt, Israel, Egypt, Finland, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Serbia and Australia.
Main events of the Exhibition&Forum 2014

November, 18
- International Investment Forum “DIVERSIFICATION OF THE RUSSIAN ENERGY SECTOR: NEW MARKETS, PRODUCTION AND TECHNOLOGIES”
- Russian-Arabic Seminar “Development of Oil, Gas and Power Sector in the Arab countries”

November, 19
- International Conference "Technology Platforms in energy and industry as a catalyst for innovative development of the Russian energy“
- Round table "The role of technology platforms in formation of high-tech sectors of the economy"

November, 20
- V All-Russian Human Resources conference "The Role Of Human Capital And Social Policy In The Energy Strategy Of Russia"
Officials about Forum&Exhibition events 2014

Ivan D. Grachev, Chairman of the State Duma Committee for Energy of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation

“It’s necessary to support the idea and format of the annual International Exhibition&Forum" Exploration. Production. Processing“ as a platform for discussion of representatives of the international organizations, Russian and foreign energy ministries and agencies, the largest industrial and consulting companies, international experts with the purpose of promoting the interests of national energy policy at the international level and the implementation of major initiatives in the field of Russian power.”

Alexander V. Novak, Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation

"Globalization of the energy sector, objective necessity of exploring and developing new resources, solving environmental problems, introducing innovative technologies in the transition from resource-based to resource-innovative development of the energy sector put as a priority the task of increasing level of competitiveness of the human resources, which is the main resource of the state. Namely that factor will allow the Russian energy sector to take the leading positions in energy technologies, production of intellectual products and to have the best in the world experts to provide innovative development of the sector. Therefore, investments into the social sphere, into human being and his qualification become the most important condition of achievement of the objectives and the main strategic reference points of the Energy Strategy of Russia for the period till 2035".
German Gref, Chairman of the Public Council under the Ministry of Energy of Russia, Chairman of the Board of Sberbank of Russia

"In modern political and economic conditions the investment into the human resources has become the most important instrument of crisis management. The value of the human capital as the main resource of the state considerably increases and its further development, directed on achievement the competitive level, becomes one of priority tasks in all sectors of economy. The growth of capacity of knowledge of workers promotes practical application of an innovation and, as a result, labor productivity growth. In the Russian Energy strategy for the period till 2035 the special attention is paid to a question of development of the human resources and social policy. I pin my hopes on the strategic document developed with the assistance of Public council of the Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation will be successfully realized, and during human resources conference with the help of consolidation expert opinions effective ways of realization will be developed."

Alexander Voloshin, Member of the Public Council at the Russian Ministry of Energy

"In this regard in Power strategy of Russia for the period till 2035 ambitious tasks, which realization will allow providing the Russian power with the competitive human resources possessing necessary competences for introduction of new breakthrough technologies, innovative development of energy sector are set. Being convinced that the conference devoted to discussion of ways and methods of implementation of the strategic document of Russian power energy sector regarding development of social policy and the human capital in energy sector will attract attention of a wide range of participants of the energy market and will promote the development of new effective, agreed decisions of the state and business sectors".
Main events of the Exhibition&Forum, November, 18, 2014

Moderator: V. Feigin, President of the Institute for Energy and Finance

Keynote: A. Gladkov, Director, Department for production and transportation of oil and gas, Ministry of Energy of Russia

International Investment Forum "Russian Energy Diversification: new markets, production and technology"

Seminar on development of oil and gas and power generation, as well as the production of profile equipment, provision of services in the Arab countries with the participation of the leading companies in the Arab region, organized in accordance with the Plan of Action for the implementation of the principles, goals and objectives of the Russian-Arab cooperation forum in the 2013-2015 years

Alexei Rybnikov, the President of JSC "SPIMEX"

Porokhova N., Center for Economic Forecasting OAO "Gazprombank"

Safaan Mohammad, President of the Egyptian Petrochemical Holding Company

Alkhoneyfer Jamal, Director of Development

Abdullah Sami Al Shamsi, Director of Business Development

Mubadala Petroleum
Main events of the Exhibition&Forum, November, 19, 2014

International Conference "Technology Platforms in energy and industry as a catalyst for innovative development of the Russian energy sector"

Chairman: V. Martynov, Rector of Russian State University of Oil and Gas. IM Gubkin, Doctor of Economics, Professor

I. Ivanov, Head of innovative development of industry and the environment Energy Ministry of Russia

Round table "The role of the TA in the formation of high-tech sectors of the economy"

Moderator: Mastepanov A., Deputy Director of the Institute of Oil and Gas Problems of RAS

Welcome: S. Hajiyev, academician, director of the Institute of Petrochemical Synthesis. AV Topchieva RAS

V. Ponomarev, Chairman of the Board of TP KBPE Professor

V All-Russian Human Resources conference "The Role of Human Capital and Social Policy in The Energy Strategy of Russia“ was held on the final day of the exhibition and forum. The conference participants discussed ways and means of implementing the Energy Strategy of Russia for the period until 2035 in terms of human capital development and social policy in the different energy sectors.
Panel discussion
“HUMAN RESOURCES-ENERGY ASSETS"

Ivan Grachev, Chairman of the State Duma Committee for Energy

Senturin Yu, State Secretary - Deputy Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation

O. Derevyanko, Head of the Department of Business programs TV channel Russia Today

Eltcova L., Deputy Minister of Labor and Social Protection of the Russian Federation

Klimov A., Deputy Minister of Education and Science of the Russian Federation

The awarding ceremony for achievements in the field of human capital development and implementation of social policy in the energy sector
Main events of the Exhibition&Forum, November, 20, 2014

Round Table "Achieving a competitive level of human capital"
Moderator D. Peskov, Director of the Direction "Young Professionals"

Round table "Human resource development of oil and gas industry in Russia"
Moderator: V. Mitrofanova, founder and director of SC "Institute of professional personnel", the expert, business consultant

Seminar "The amendments to the labor laws. The order of application of the new standards in industrial organizations, practical examples"
Moderator: Mikhail Silin, Vice President for innovation and commercialization of the Russian State University of Oil and Gas named after I. Gubkin
The participants of EPP-2014 have noted the importance of collaboration of leaders and representatives of international organizations, energy ministries and agencies, industrial companies, public and business circles of Russia and foreign countries provided by the Exhibition and Forum “Exploration. Production. Processing.”.
Thank you for your attention!